GiveDirectly
GiveDirectly provides unconditional cash transfers using cell phone technology to some of the
world’s poorest people, as well as refugees, urban youth, and disaster victims. They also are currently
running a historic Universal Basic Income initiative, delivering a basic income to 20,000+ people in
Kenya in a 12-year study.
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The problem: traditional methods of international giving are complex — and often
inefficient
Often, donors give money to a charity, which then passes along the funds to partners at the local
level. This makes it diﬃcult for donors to determine how their money will be used and whether it will
reach its intended recipients. Additionally, charities often provide interventions that may not be what
the recipients actually need to improve their lives. Such an approach can treat recipients as passive
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beneﬁciaries rather than knowledgeable and empowered shapers of their own lives.

The solution: unconditional cash transfers

Most poverty relief initiatives require complicated infrastructure, and alleviate the symptoms of
poverty rather than striking at the source. By contrast, unconditional cash transfers are
straightforward, providing funds to some of the poorest people in the world so that they can buy the
essentials they need to set themselves up for future success.
Cash transfers are relatively well-studied compared to other forms of charitable aid. Numerous
studies have shown that this approach changes lives for the better. Several of the studies have found
that cash transfers improve child health and schooling, while savings and investment rates are
typically high. [1]
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At the home of recipient Gabriel Otieno Awoche in Koga village on 22 October 2014. Gabriel built a house and chicken coop with the cash. He
also bought woodworking tools for his furniture workshop. Gabriel with his wife Lucy Adhiambo and their daughter Charlotte, 3. They also have
another daughter, Mariam, age 1 1/2.

How GiveDirectly works
GiveDirectly is the ﬁrst and largest nonproﬁt that lets donors send money directly to the world’s
poorest people in Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, Liberia, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Malawi.
[2] These direct cash transfers allow families to spend on whatever they need most: food and shelter,
education costs, investing in their own businesses, purchasing medicine, etc.
GiveDirectly uses a rigorous, data-driven model to oversee the entire transfer process end-to-end —
without a middleman or partner charity They use national data and door-to-door surveys to seek out

without a middleman or partner charity. They use national data and door to door surveys to seek out
the poorest households to receive transfers. Recipients are selected using a range of criteria that vary
by region, including housing materials, assets, and vulnerable recipient status. They then transfer
approximately US$1,000 (amounts vary roughly by program) to the family using a mobile payment
system.
Besides their standard unconditional cash transfer programs, GiveDirectly is also running innovative
cash projects including:
A historic Universal Basic Income initiative, delivering a basic income to 20,000+ people in
Kenya in a 12-year study, the largest randomized control trial on UBI to date.
A large-scale cash transfer program targeting refugees and host families in Uganda and
Rwanda.
An urban youth program to deliver cash transfers to individuals aged 18–35 living in Mathare,
Kenya.
Cash transfers for disaster victims, an increasingly recognized form of effective assistance in
these dire circumstances. (The UN Secretary General has noted that, “Where markets and
operational contexts permit, cash-based programming should be the preferred and default
method of support.”)

GiveDirectly seeks to change the ques ons donors ask about giving, and the way
we think about e ec ve charity.

The GiveDirectly team has strong experience in international development, economics, policy
analysis, and program evaluation, in both the nonproﬁt and for-proﬁt sectors. They are committed to
transparently tracking and improving their effectiveness through randomized controlled trials of their

work.

What makes GiveDirectly so effective


Cost-efficient

By cutting out middlemen and complex infrastructure, GiveDirectly is able to transfer 88% of
donations directly to families in need.



Rigorous accountability

GiveDirectly collaborates with independent researchers to evaluate their programs through
randomized controlled trials.



Scalability

GiveDirectly’s cash-transfer model is designed to scale. If the organization received $100 million in
funds today, they have the capacity to deploy that money within the year.



Compounding impact

By providing a means to better nutrition, clothing, health, and education, cash transfers give families,
and children in particular, a chance to escape the cycle of extreme poverty.



Proven results

Numerous studies across Africa, Asia, and Latin America have found that cash transfers improve
child health and education, and that family income rises and remains high. [3] GiveDirectly’s trial in
Kenya found that earnings went up by 34%, assets increased by 52%, and children went without food
on 42% fewer days. [4]

GiveDirectly’s accountability and transparency

One of our two charity evaluators, GiveWell, has praised GiveDirectly for its transparency, including
providing all documents requested and making its annual reports publicly available. [5] [6]
GiveDirectly also took the unusual step of making details of the randomized control trial in Kenya
available before data was collected, ensuring that it had no opportunities to bury bad news.
They maintain a real-time newsfeed on their website called GDLive, where donors can read unedited
proﬁles of the recipients GiveDirectly serves, learn about their aspirations and what they use their
cash transfers to buy, and follow them as their lives move forward. [7]

Recognition for GiveDirectly
Beyond being one of our recommended charities, GiveDirectly is considered a Top Charity by
GiveWell. In 2012, they received a Global Impact Award from Google and is on Fast Company’s 2018
list of the World’s Most Innovative Companies. [8]

Frequently Asked Questions

How much money are recipients given?
Recipients are generally given about the equivalent of US$1,000, though the amount varies by
program. For GiveDirectly recipients, this amount of money can be life-transforming.

How will recipients use my dona on?
Recipients are free to use the funds as they see best-suited to fulﬁll their family’s needs. Many
purchase livestock or iron roofs for their homes, or use the money to pay for food, health care, their
children’s education, or to start small businesses. Other uses include water, solar lights, irrigation,
motorcycles to jumpstart taxi services, and more. [9]

Will my dona on be misused to buy alcohol, tobacco, or other “tempta on
goods”?
While some donors believe that people who are poor systematically abuse cash transfers, studies
show that this is not the case. Most studies ﬁnd either no increase in spending on “temptation
goods” or at most an increase proportional to the increase in other household spending. Moreover,
studies have demonstrated that cash transfers do not decrease the number of hours recipients work,
and often have the effect of increasing productive work hours. [10]

What about corrup on?
GiveDirectly has rigorous auditing processes, which have uncovered ineligible households in 3% of
cases. They have uncovered no bribe requests.

Don’t recipients’ neighbors get jealous?
GiveDirectly uses a saturation approach when delivering cash transfers— this means that when
GiveDirectly ﬁnds an eligible area to target, they deliver cash transfers to everyone in that immediate
community. This approach favors errors of inclusion over errors of exclusion. When asked, only 5% of
recipient households reported arguments within their communities, and only 1% reported violence or
crime, as a result of the transfers.

I’d like to know more about GiveDirectly’s Universal Basic Income program.
GiveDirectly is currently piloting a ground-breaking study on the eﬃcacy of Universal Basic Income,
scientiﬁcally testing a program of providing regular cash payments to thousands of extremely poor
households in East Africa over 12 years. The results will directly inform policy debates in emerging
markets, which are the front lines of the global ﬁght against poverty. [11] [12] [13]

Why doesn’t GiveDireclty make microloans or make transfers condi onal?
The evidence for the positive impact of cash transfers is far stronger than the evidence for
microloans, which have to be paid back. [14] If conditions are imposed on transfers, then compliance
has to be monitored, greatly increasing the costs of the program. More importantly, a major tenet of
GiveDirectly’s cash transfer model is to not impose conditions, but rather to respect recipients’ ability
to use the funds as they see ﬁt to improve their lives, which has been borne out by the program’s
years of experience.

Why does The Life You Can Save recommend GiveDirectly?
We recommend GiveDirectly because they have been named a Top Charity by GiveWell, one of our
charity evaluators.

Is my dona on tax-deduc ble?
Donors in the United States can make tax-deductible gifts to The Life You Can Save and our
recommended charities by clicking on the donate buttons across our website. Donations are
processed through our partner Network for Good, which is the name that will be displayed on your
emailed tax receipt.
For information about tax-effective giving in other countries, please visit our Tax Deductibility page.
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